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Abstract—This paper assesses the performance of a high-
voltage direct-current (HVDC) interconnection for providing vir-
tual inertia to the power system. The impact of inertia provision
on the DC bus dynamics and system frequency when one or both
converter terminals are controlled with a virtual synchronous
machine (VSM) based grid-forming strategy is evaluated. It has
been demonstrated that an identical inertial support cannot be
provided to both terminals due to a fundamental conflict between
the DC voltage control and inertia emulation tasks. Therefore,
it has been proposed to integrate a storage device (e.g. flywheel
energy storage system (FESS)) with an additional converter to
the DC link in order to control the DC voltage. Doing so, the
DC voltage control is not couple with the inertia emulation at
each substation and the obtained results have shown that a
good performance in the DC voltage control as well as a proper
inertia support provision are achieved. Finally, a discussion on a
simplified approach to size the storage system is presented.

Index Terms—Flywheel energy storage system, grid-forming
control, HVDC interconnection, virtual inertia.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of large-scale renewable power generation
with power electronic interfaces into power systems is leading
to reduce equivalent inertia and rising the levels of rate-of-
change-of frequency (RoCoF) in response to the grid distur-
bances [1]. In such condition, the high voltage direct current
(HVDC) system’s control for providing virtual inertia could
be an effective measure for increasing the power system
equivalent inertia and improving the frequency dynamics.

Several publications have proposed to utilize voltage source
converter (VSC) HVDC systems for providing virtual inertia.
Many of the proposed control methods are based on the
grid-following control concept, where they use the frequency
derivative (i.e. df/dt or RoCoF) to synthetize the inertial
response. Such strategies can be easily integrated with conven-
tional VSC control loops but they rely on a phase-locked loop

Submitted to the 22nd Power Systems Computation Conference (PSCC 2022).

(PLL) for the synchronization with the grid and to estimate
the df/dt. However, under weak grid condition, in addition to
difficulties with estimating effectively the df/dt, some stability
issues are reported in the literature [2], [3].

To tackle these challenges, the control system of the power
converters at HVDC substations has to be changed from grid-
following control to grid-forming control in which the convert-
ers behave as a voltage source. Various grid-forming control
strategies with inherent ability of inertia emulation (e.g. droop
control [4], virtual synchronous machine (VSM) [5], power
synchronization based with PI controller [6], Synchronverters
[7], etc.) that do not rely on a PLL to be synchronized with
the grid have been widely studied in the literature. Most of the
previous publications on grid-forming control for HVDC ap-
plications have studied the implementation and control system
performance for an individual converter terminal [8], [9].

The use of a grid forming control in an HVDC converter
is interesting for the grid to which it is connected due to the
inertial effect that can be induced. Focusing on the case of
two AC grids interconnected with an HVDC link, the HVDC
interconnector consists of two converter stations. One of the
stations has to manage the active power flow, while the other
station controls the DC bus voltage. When a grid-following
control is implemented in the station that is controlling the
DC bus voltage, the other station can be operating as grid-
forming control to provide inertial support. However, if the
DC bus is controlled by a grid-forming converter to bring an
inertial effect, this may induce some instability issues.

By implementing the grid-forming control in both substa-
tions, the impact of inertial support on the frequency dynamics
needs to be assessed. Till now, this topic has not been widely
studied in the literature, except for some examples in [7], [10].
Author in [10], by implementing the VSM-based control in
both stations have demonstrated that it is possible to stabilize
the system. However, integrating the feature of DC voltage
regulation requires a slower performance for the DC controller
and possibly increased DC-side capacitive energy storage.
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In this paper, two different control configurations are
adapted to an HVDC interconnection. In the first configuration,
one terminal is controlled with a grid-forming structure for
providing virtual inertia, while the other terminal is controlled
with a grid-following structure, which regulates the DC bus
voltage. In the second configuration, both terminals are con-
trolled with grid-forming structure. It is demonstrated that
in the first configuration, the DC bus voltage is properly
controlled and the grid-forming converter provides the inertial
support. If the aim is to have a symmetrical inertial support,
the second configuration is used. Therefore, the DC voltage
control task is given to a grid-forming converter. In this case,
it has been highlighted that there is a contradictory effect
between the DC voltage regulation and inertial effect. Hence,
a proper inertial effect cannot provided by the grid-forming
converter that is responsible for the DC voltage control. To
solve this issue and have a fully symmetrical behavior, it is
proposed to integrate a flywheel energy storage system (FESS)
connected with an additional converter to the DC link in
order to control the DC voltage. As the result, an adequate
performance on the DC voltage regulation as well as inertia
provision at both HVDC substations are achieved. Finally, a
method is proposed to have a basic idea about the sizing of
the storage system.

II. RECALL ON GRID-FOLLOWING AND GRID-FORMING
CONTROL STRUCTURES

Grid-following power converters are mainly designed to
deliver power to an energized grid. They can be represented
as an ideal current source connected to the grid in parallel
with high impedance. The grid-following structure utilized in
this paper is captured from [2]. An overview of this type
control is presented in Fig. 1. A current control loop with
a PI controller (kpi + kii/s) regulates the converter current.
A phase-locked-loop (PLL) block is used to synchronize the
converter to the grid voltage at the PCC. It is supposed that
the VSC is connected to the grid with a transformer, which
is modeled with its series impedance Rc + jXc. The grid
is modeled by a Thevenin equivalent composed of a voltage
source veabc

, an inductance Lg and a resistance Rg .
The grid-forming converters can be represented as an ideal

AC voltage source with a low-output impedance. The grid-
forming control structure used in this paper is based on the
well-known VSM implementation [5]. An overview of this
type control is illustrated in Fig. 2. To control the LC filter
dynamics the voltage and current control loops are cascaded.
The VSM implementation (right-hand side of Fig. 2) is based
on a conventional swing equation representing the inertia
HV SM and damping coefficient kd. The swing equation that
is used for implementing the virtual inertia is determined by
the power balance as follows:

2HV SM .s.ωV SM = p∗ − p+ kd(ω̃g − ωV SM ), (1)

where ωV SM is the internal frequency and ω̃g is the estimated
grid frequency. As indicated in Fig.2, the frequency estimate
is provided by a PLL.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the grid-following control.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the VSM-based grid-forming control.

III. HVDC CONVERTER CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION

In order to investigate the impact of grid-forming control on
the power system dynamics, two control system configurations
of a point-to-point HVDC transmission system are presented.
In the first configuration, one terminal is controlled with a grid-
forming structure for providing virtual inertia, while the other
terminal is controlled with a grid-following structure, which
regulates the DC bus voltage. In the second configuration, both
terminals are controlled with grid-forming structure trying to
provide virtual inertia in both AC grids.

Fig. 3 presents an HVDC link with symmetric monopole
topology interconnecting two AC grids. For the sake of sim-
plicity, both AC grids are supposed to be identical. They are
formed by a linear resistive load and an equivalent AC grid
with a variable frequency. The equivalent AC grid consists of
an inertial AC voltage source in series with its impedance,
which is driven by a model representing the equivalent dy-
namic behavior of a large system. It consists of a swing
equation and a lead-lag filter, which is a simplified model
of the turbine dynamics [11]. A governor is added to support
the grid frequency. pg is the active power calculated from the
grid side in per-unit. ωe is the grid frequency. R is the droop
control gain. Heq , TN and TD are the inertia constant, the lead
time constant and the lag time constant, respectively.

In the DC link, the charging time of the DC capacitors at
each substation is considered to be 40 [ms] [9]. The DC cooper
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the HVDC interconnection.

TABLE I
SYSTEM AND CONTROL PARAMETERS

AC grids
Pn = Pb = Sb 1000 MW Heq1 = Heq2 5 s
Vb1 = Vb2 320 kV R 0.04 pu
Ve1 = Ve2 1 pu TN 1 s
Lg = 10Rg 0.1 pu TD 2 s
ωb 314.16 rad/s

DC Bus
uDC 640 kV Lcable 0.5 mH/km
CDC 0.1953 mF Ccable 8.6 nF/km
Rcable 0.02568 Ω/km DC controller

response time
100 ms

Grid-following converter
Lc 0.15 pu kii 171.9 pu
Rc 0.005 pu
kpi 0.568 pu PLL response

time
100 ms

Grid-forming converter
Lc 0.15 pu kpi 0.73 pu
Rc 0.005 pu kii 1.19 pu
Cf 0.066 pu kpv 0.52 pu
Lf 0.15 pu kiv 1.16 pu
Rf 0.005 pu HV SM 5 s
e∗gd 1 pu kd 202.6
e∗gq 0 pu PLL response

time
100 ms

cables with an area of 1000 [mm2], a total distance of 500
[km] is modeled with a PI connection (Rcable, Lcable, Ccable).
Depending on the choice of the two previously mentioned
configurations, the DC bus control is adapted to either grid-
following VSC or grid-forming one to adjust their power
references.

A. One Terminals Controlled as Grid-Following and the Other
as Grid-Forming

It is assumed that the VSC1 is controlled as grid-following
and it controls the DC bus voltage. VSC2 is controlled as
VSM-based grid-forming. The control and system parameters
are given in Table I.

Initially, 500 MW of power (0.5 p.u) is transferring from the
Grid1 to Grid 2 (Pg10=−Pg20= 0.5 p.u) through the HVDC
link. At t = 5 [s], a step of 500 MW is applied to the Load2
at Grid2 side. Fig. 4 shows the active power responses and

 

Fig. 4. Active power of VSCs, frequencies and DC bus voltage in case of
load change in Grid 2.

frequencies at VSC1 and VSC2 substations. It can be seen
that the grid-forming VSC2 is participating to the frequency
regulation thanks to its inertial response by injecting active
power during transient. This transient power is absorbed from
the Grid1 through VSC1. The DC bus voltage is also kept
within an acceptable range (i.e. 0.95 p.u≤uDC≤1.05 p.u) by
VSC1’s control.

In order to provide inertial support to Grid1 by the grid-
following VSC1, a well-known approach is to derivate the
Grid1 frequency estimated by the PLL and use this estimation
in a separate loop to act on the power setpoint P ∗

1 [2].
Another option is to replace the grid-following VSC1 with
a grid-forming converter that can provide the inertial support
inherently. In any case, since the DC bus voltage control is also
implemented to the VSC1 trying to regulate the DC voltage
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by acting on P ∗
1 , it is worthy to investigate the performance of

the VSC1 under these two simultaneous demands (i.e. inertial
support and DC voltage control).

B. Two Terminals Controlled as Grid-Forming

In this subsection, the VSC1 is controlled as a VSM-based
grid-forming converter in order to provide the inertial support
to the Grid1. Simultaneously, this converter is controlling the
DC bus voltage of the HVDC interconnection. Since the DC
bus control is the outermost control loop, it should be slower
than the power control loop to avoid interactions and possible
instability. First, we keep the same DC bus control response
time as before (i.e. 100 [ms]) and start with a small inertial
constant in order to have a fast power control. Then, the inertia
constant is increased as much as possible. It should be noted
that by changing the value of inertia, the damping ratio of
the VSM active power response is kept always to ζ = 0.7 in
our control tuning. Therefore, the damping term of the VSM
(kd) is updated with respect to the different choice of inertia
constant.

Same as previously, 500 MW of power is transferring from
the Grid1 to Grid 2 through the HVDC link. At t = 5 [s], a
step of 500 MW is applied to the Load1 at Grid1 side. Fig.
5 shows the active power response of the VSC1 and DC bus
voltage corresponding to this event. It can be seen that with
HV SM1 = 0.1 [s], which is quite a small value and it results in
a fast power control, the responses are well damped. If the aim
is to provide the inertial support, a bigger inertia constant is
needed. The results show that by increasing the inertia constant
over 0.17 [s], there is a risk of instability due to the interaction
between the power control loop and DC voltage control loop.

A primitive idea to solve this issue is to slowdown the
DC bus regulation. Therefore, in the next simulation study
presented in Fig. 6, the DC control response time is increased
to 600 [ms]. From Fig. 6, it can be observed that with higher
inertia constant, the response are well damped but with a larger
deviation in the power and DC voltage. In fact, there is a
fundamental conflict between the inertial support provision
and DC bus voltage control. Focusing on the curves of active
power and DC bus voltage, right after the disturbance, the
VSC1 tends to inject power rapidly due to its inertial effect.
At the same time, since the DC bus voltage is dropping, the
DC voltage controller tries to reduce the power setpoint of
VSC1 to maintain the DC bus level. Hence, these two actions
introduce two opposite effects and neither the DC bus is
controlled within the acceptable range nor a proper inertial
support is provided. It can be seen that by choosing a bigger
inertia constant, the frequency Nadir is not improved due to
this contradiction.

To sum up, when asking for the DC bus voltage regulation
and inertial support simultaneously from a single converter at
an HVDC substation, two different conditions arise:

• If the DC voltage control loop is fast in order to achieve
an adequate regulation of the DC voltage, the inertial
effect must be very small in order to avoid the interactions

 

Fig. 5. Active power of VSC1 and DC bus voltage in case of load change
in Grid1 considering a fast DC bus regulation.

 

Fig. 6. Active power of VSC1, frequency and DC bus voltage in case of load
change in Grid1 considering a slow DC bus regulation.

between the internal loop (power control loop) and the
external one (DC voltage control loop).

• In order to be able to increase the inertia constant in
power control loop, the DC voltage control loop has to be
slower. In this case, the contradiction between the inertial
support and DC voltage control prevents the DC voltage
to be well-controlled and also to have a proper inertial
effect.

The obtained results highlight the necessity of decoupling
the DC voltage control task and the inertia provision. If the
aim is to have an identical inertia support in both sides of an
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VSC 3
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Battery storage

Flywheel

VSC 2 VSC 1

Transmission cable
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Fig. 7. Various energy storage systems that could be integrated to the DC
bus of an HVDC interconnection.

HVDC interconnection (which is an essential need especially
if the HVDC link connects two AC grids that belong to two
different countries), the DC bus voltage needed be dynamically
controlled with a third converter. In this case, the DC voltage
control task is given to this new converter and two existing
converters will provide the inertial support. Since the DC
voltage is controlled by injecting/absorbing the active power
to/from the DC link, an energy storage device is required to
be integrated to the additional converter.

IV. INTEGRATION OF A STORAGE DEVICE TO THE DC BUS

There are different storage system technologies including
super capacitor [12], battery energy storage system (BESS)
[13] and flywheel energy storage system [FESS] [14] that can
be used for this application (see Fig. 7). For the first two cases,
a DC/DC step-up converter is needed to adapt the DC voltage
levels. The FESS is considered as a rotating mass that stores
some energy and it can be driven either by a permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSM) or an induction machine (IM)
[14]. Therefore, an AC/DC converter is essential to connect the
FESS to the DC bus of an HVDC interconnection. It should be
noted that the comparison of investment and operational costs
for different storage systems (installed either in the DC link
of an HVDC interconnection or in the AC side) is out of the
scope of this paper. The main purpose is to highlight that an
HVDC link with grid-forming control in both substations for
the aim of inertia provision is facing physical challenges that
could be solved by, for example, integrating a storage device
to the DC bus.

In this paper, an FESS is used to support the DC bus of
an HVDC interconnection, so that the two HVDC substation
can take the required energy for the inertial support provision
from the FESS. It should be mentioned that the main aim of
this section is not evaluating the detailed modeling and control
of an FESS, which has been widely studied in the literature
[14]–[16], but giving an idea about how to size this kind of
system. Hence, a simplified model of a rotating mass to derive
an equivalent flywheel rotational speed is utilized.

-
+ PI

DC bus control

Rotating mass speed derivation

VSC 3

VSC 2 VSC 1

Transmission cable

Transmission cable

 

Fig. 8. A simplified model of a FESS integrated to the DC bus of an HVDC
interconnection.

A. Simplified Model of an FESS

Considering that the required power to regulated the DC bus
voltage is pdc in per-unit, which is given by the DC voltage
controller, the flywheel power reference p∗fly is given by:

p∗fly = pdc.
Pn

Pnfly

, (2)

where Pn and Pnfly
are the nominal power of the HVDC

interconnection and the FESS, respectively. The flywheel
speed can be derived from the well-known swing equation:

Tfly − TL = 2Hfly
d(ωfly)

dt
, (3)

where Tfly = p∗fly/ωfly is the flywheel torque, TL is the load
torque that is considered to be zero and Hfly is the rotational
inertia of the flywheel. Fig. 8 presents the simplified model of
the FESS integrated to the HVDC interconnection.

B. Sizing of the Storage System

In order to have a proper control of the DC bus voltage,
the AC power variation ∆p at each substation needs to be
well supported by the storage system. This means that, ideally,
FESS has to be sized according to the maximum AC power
variation ∆Pmax. Focusing on the dynamic equation of the
VSM-based control adopted to VSC1/VSC2 (∆p∗ = 0):

∆ωV SM =
1

2HV SMs+ kd
[−∆p+ kd∆ω̃g] . (4)

Based on the power/angle relation [6]:

∆p = Kc(∆δV SM − ∆δg) = Kc
∆ωV SM − ∆ωg

s
ωb, (5)
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where Kc = (EgVg)/Xc and δV SM and δg are the phasor
angle of the modulated voltages eg and PCC voltage vg , re-
spectively. Neglecting the dynamics of the PLL (∆ωg = ∆ω̃g):

∆ω̃g = ∆ωV SM − s∆p

Kcωb
. (6)

By substituting (6) in (4):

∆ωV SM = − 1

2HV SMs

[
1 +

kds

Kcωb

]
∆p. (7)

If the damping kd is negligible:

∆p = −2HV SM

f0

d(∆fV SM )

dt
. (8)

The term d(∆fV SM )/dt is known as the rate of change of
frequency (RoCoF). Considering that the maximum RoCoF
is an available information (e.g. by a transmission system
operator (TSO)). For a given maximum RoCoF, the maximum
power variation is obtained by:

∆Pmax = −2HV SM

f0
.RoCoFmax. (9)

∆Pmax determines the size of the FESS. If the damping term
is not negligible:

∆Pmax = −2HV SM

f0
.RoCoFmax − 2HV SMkd

Kcωb

d(∆p)

dt
.

(10)

Considering an AC load connection that causes a positive
power variation during first few seconds of transient and a
negative RoCoF, the first term of (10) is positive and its
second term is negative. Therefore, the power variation is less
than expected due to the damping term. The same analysis
in case of an AC load shedding implies that the damping
effect of the VSM reduces the injected power corresponds
to a given RoCoF in transient. Therefore, the sizing of the
FESS according to (9) induces a bit of oversizing depending
on the tuning of the VSM-based grid-forming converter at each
HVDC substation.

As an illustrative example, assuming that RoCoFmax = −2
[Hz/s], and HV SM = 5 [s], then according to (9) the maximum
power variation is ∆Pmax = 0.4 p.u. Therefore, the FESS is
sized to the same value (Pnfly

= 400 [MW]). The flywheel
inertia is Hfly = 5 [s]. In the simulation environment, initially,
500 MW of power is transferring from the Grid1 to Grid 2.
A step of 500 MW is applied to the Load 2 at t = 5 [s]. The
damping ratio of the both VSM-base grid-forming converters
is ζ = 0.7. The results of this case study are given in Fig.
9. It can be seen that the maximum power variation of VSC2
is less than the theoretical value due to the damping effect.
The flywheel supports the DC bus voltage properly and it is
a good buffer to avoid propagation of the disturbance to the
Grid1.The flywheel’s maximum transient power is higher than

Fig. 9. Responses to the load disturbance in Grid2 considering the damping
ratio of ζ = 0.7 for both substations.

Fig. 10. Responses to the load disturbance in Grid2 considering the damping
ratio of ζ = 0.5 for both substations.

the VSC2. This is due to a delay induced by the DC control
response time. It is noted that the maximum power provided
by the FESS is slightly less than the expected theoretical value.

In order to see the impact of damping on the proposed sizing
of the FESS, the same study as previously is performed with a
low damping ratio of ζ = 0.5 at each substation. In this case,
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as shown in Fig. 10, the peak power of VSC2 and accordingly
the FESS are increased. However, the FESS maximum tran-
sient power is still slightly less that the theoretical value. The
obtained results highpoint the proposed simple idea to size
the FESS integrated to an HVDC interconnection based on a
given maximum RoCoF.

It should be mentioned that in previous example, where the
inertia support provided by HVDC substations was based on
HV SM = 5 [s], the calculated size of the FESS was quite
large (0.4 p.u). If the HVDC owner tends to utilize a smaller
storage system for inertia provision, the maximum transient
AC power needs to be reduced and this can be done by
reducing the inertia constant of the substations. As an example,
assuming: RoCoFmax = −2 [Hz/s], and HV SM = 2.5
[s], then according to (9) the maximum power variation is
∆Pmax = 0.2 p.u. Therefore, the FESS is sized to the same
value (Pnfly

= 200 [MW]). Considering Hfly = 2.5 [s], in
the simulation environment, initially, 500 MW of power is
transferring from the Grid1 to Grid 2. A step of 400 MW
is applied to the Load 1 at t = 5 [s] in order to achieve
RoCoFmax = −2 [Hz/s]. The damping ratio of the both
VSM-base grid-forming converters is ζ = 0.7. The results
of this case study are given in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the
maximum power variation of the flywheel with reduced size
is closed to the theoretical size, which confirms, again, the
proposed simplified sizing approach.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the inertia provision by an HVDC interconnec-
tion was evaluated. It was demonstrated that by controlling one
HVDC substation with grid-following converter that controls
the DC bus voltage and the controlling the other substation
with grid-forming control that manages the power flow through
the HVDC link, it is possible to have a proper inertial effect
in the grid-forming side. However, if the aim is to have
an identical inertial support at both substations, there is a
conflicting effect between the inertia emulation and the DC
bus control. In this case, it was shown that neither the DC
link is controlled very well nor a proper inertial support is
provided. To solve this issue, it was proposed to integrate an
FESS to the HVDC link in order to control the DC bus voltage
so that the two substations can provide the inertial support
straightforwardly. Finally, a simplified approach to size the
FESS was proposed.
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